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(57) ABSTRACT 

The invention relates to an apparatus for setting a cutting 
block having at least one guide surface for a resection of the 
tibia, the apparatus being capable of being anchored to the 
tibia in both an extramedullary and an intrarnedullary man 
ner, and comprising a column Which can be aligned With 
respect to the tibia and Which is connected to a transverse 
arm provided for the anchoring at the natural tibia platform, 
With the cutting block being vertically adjustable relative to 
the transverse arm, Wherein a carrier device Which is verti 
cally adjustable at the column is provided for the cutting 
block and has a joint arrangement by Which different incli 
nations of the guide surface of the cutting block toWard 
lateral/medial and/or toWard posterior can be set. 
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APPARATUS FOR SETTING A CUTTING BLOCK 
FOR A RESECTION OF THE TIBIA 

[0001] The invention relates to an apparatus for setting a 
cutting block having at least one guide surface for a resec 
tion of the tibia, the apparatus being capable of being 
anchored to the tibia in both an extramedullary and an 
intramedullary manner, and comprising a column Which can 
be aligned With respect to the tibia and Which is connected 
to a transverse arm provided for anchoring at the natural 
tibia platform, With the cutting block being vertically adjust 
able relative to the transverse arm. 

[0002] Such an apparatus for the setting of a cutting block 
for a resection of the tibia is generally knoWn. The apparatus 
serves in particular for the alignment of the guide surface of 
the cutting block at the tibia, With the aligned cutting block 
being secured to the tibia by means of pins. A saW blade 
guide can subsequently be set onto the cutting block and the 
resection of the tibia can be carried out by means of a saW 
blade. The knoWn apparatus can be anchored to the tibia via 
the transverse arm both in an extramedullary manner outside 
the medullary space and in an intramedullary manner using 
a medullary nail set along the tibia axis. 

[0003] With an extramedullary anchoring, the column 
connected to the transverse arm substantially at right angles 
can be extended by means of an extension rod and can be 
supported on the tibia by means of a compound rest in the 
region of the ankle, With a correction of the inclination of the 
guide surface of the cutting block With respect to the 
transverse axis or the sagittal axis being able to be achieved 
by means of the compound rest Which can be displaced 
along the transverse axis and the sagittal axis. With an 
intramedullary anchoring, the apparatus can be rotated 
around the longitudinal axis of the medullary nail or around 
the tibia axis. After the correct alignment, the apparatus, in 
particular its transverse arm, is ?xed to the tibia by ham 
mering in one or more pins. 

[0004] In the knoWn apparatus, the cutting block is verti 
cally adjustable along a straight-line guide connected to the 
transverse arm and extending parallel to the longitudinal 
axis of the column. The cutting block is held at the respec 
tive height via a support surface of a regulating nut Which is 
secured to the column and can be adjusted along it. 

[0005] It is, hoWever, disadvantageous With such appara 
tuses for the setting of a cutting block having at least one 
guide surface for a resection of the tibia that, With an 
extramedullary anchoring, the alignment of the apparatus 
can only be carried out by means of an additional compound 
rest and, With an intramedullary anchoring, the apparatus 
can only be rotated around the longitudinal axis of the 
medullary nail. 

[0006] An apparatus is moreover also knoWn Which per 
mits a pivoting of the total straight-line guide (along Which 
the cutting block is vertically adjustable) around the sagittal 
axis and the transverse axis. With such an apparatus, the 
transverse arm is made in tWo parts, With the tWo compo 
nents being pivotal With respect to one another around a 
pivot axis. A further pivot axis is furthermore provided 
betWeen the straight-line guide and the transverse arm. It is, 
hoWever, disadvantageous here that the apparatus has a 
relatively complex design and is aWkWard to handle, With 
elements to be actuated to carry out the pivot movements in 
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particular being arranged to posterior of the column and thus 
close to the operation aperture. 

[0007] It is the underlying object of the invention to 
provide an apparatus of the initially named kind Which has 
a space-saving and simultaneously simple design and can be 
aligned as simply as possible With respect to the tibia to be 
resected, With in particular a correction of a defective 
position of the legs being made possible. 

[0008] This object is satis?ed by the features of claim 1 
and in particular in that a carrier device Which is vertically 
adjustable at the column is provided for the cutting block 
and has a joint arrangement by Which different inclinations 
of the guide surface of the cutting block toWard lateral/ 
medial and/or toWard posterior can be set. 

[0009] The invention is in particular characteriZed in that 
the carrier device satis?es a dual function since it is con 
?gured, on the one hand, for the vertical adjustment of the 
cutting block and is simultaneously con?gured for the 
correction of the inclination of the guide surface of the 
cutting block toWard lateral/medial and/or toWard posterior. 
The vertical adjustment of the cutting block can be achieved 
by adjustment of the carrier device at the column and the 
correction of the inclination of the guide surface of the 
closing block can be achieved by the joint arrangement of 
the carrier device. A particularly compact and thus space 
saving design of the apparatus in accordance With the 
invention can hereby be achieved. 

[0010] A major advantage of the invention lies in the fact 
that, With an extramedullary anchoring, the alignment of the 
apparatus for the setting of a cutting block can also be 
carried out Without making use of an additional compound 
rest and, With an intramedullary anchoring, a correction of 
the inclination of the guide surface of the cutting block With 
respect to the transverse axis or the sagittal axis can also be 
achieved. 

[0011] Advantageous embodiments of the invention are 
recited in the dependent claims, in the description and in the 
draWing. 

[0012] It is furthermore proposed in accordance With the 
invention that the carrier device has a carrier arm Which is 
arranged transversely to the column to hold the cutting block 
and Whose both ends preferably project beyond the column 
in a radial direction. It is hereby in particular possible to 
carry out the operation in a manner Which is as minimally 
invasive as possible. The cutting block can in particular be 
placed onto the one end of the carrier arm or can be held by 
this in another manner. The cutting block and the carrier arm 
are preferably adjusted together by the joint arrangement for 
the correction of the inclination of the guide surface of the 
cutting block. 

[0013] The joint arrangement preferably includes at least 
tWo pivot axes, in particular oriented perpendicular to one 
another. The one pivot axis is preferably oriented in the 
anterior/posterior direction to permit a correction of the 
inclination of the guide surface of the closing block toWard 
lateral/medial and thus a correction of a varus/valgus posi 
tion of the legs of a patient, Whereas the other pivot axis is 
oriented in the medio-lateral direction to permit a correction 
of the inclination of the guide surface of the cutting block 
toWard posterior. 
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[0014] It is particularly advantageous for the end of the 
carrier device carrying the cutting block to be arranged to 
posterior of the column and for the joint arrangement to be 
arranged to anterior of the column. It can hereby be ensured 
that elements of the joint arrangement and/or carrier device 
for the carrying out of the correction of the inclination of the 
guide surface of the cutting block are easily accessible for 
the surgeon and are as far aWay as possible from the 
operation aperture. 

[0015] Furthermore, in accordance With the invention, the 
carrier arm can be adjustable in the anterior/posterior direc 
tion. It is hereby achieved that the cutting block held by the 
carrier arm is placed onto the carrier arm in a position of the 
carrier arm displaced toWard anterior and can subsequently 
be moved toWard the tibia by a displacement of the carrier 
arm in the posterior direction. The correction of the incli 
nation of the guide surface of the closing block can be 
carried out in any desired position of the carrier arm adjust 
able in the anterior/posterior direction. The carrier arm 
and/or the carrier device can in particular be provided With 
a ratchet device Which only permits discrete positions of the 
carrier arm in the anterior/posterior direction or With a 
stopping device to stop the carrier arm in a speci?c position 
in the anterior/posterior direction. 

[0016] In accordance With an advantageous embodiment 
of the invention, the column has a straight-line guide for the 
vertical adjustment of the carrier device Which cooperates 
With a slide device of the carrier device. The vertical 
adjustment of the carrier device at the column can be 
realiZed in a particularly simple manner by means of the 
straight-line guide and the slide device. The carrier device is 
held at the column in a slidingly displaceable manner. 

[0017] The column is preferably con?gured for the mak 
ing of the straight-line guide as a tube, in particular having 
a circular or a rectangular inner cross-section. The straight 
line guide can hereby be realiZed in a particularly simple 
manner. Alternatively, the straight-line guide can, hoWever, 
also be arranged along a longitudinal aXis of the column, for 
eXample, as a slider guide or as a rail on an outer side of a 

cylindrical basic shape of the column. 

[0018] It is furthermore preferred for the slide device to 
include at least tWo slide elements Which are spaced apart 
from one another in the direction of a longitudinal aXis of the 
column and are in particular made as sliding blocks. The tWo 
slide elements are designed to cooperate With the straight 
line guide of the column and are each supported in the 
straight-line guide of the column in a slidingly displaceable 
manner. The carrier arm can in particular be arranged 
betWeen the tWo slide elements. Aparticularly stable design 
of the carrier device thereby results. 

[0019] The slide elements are preferably spherical in 
shape for support in a tube Which in particular has a circular 
inner cross-section. The slide elements are preferably cylin 
drical in shape for support in a tube Which in particular has 
a rectangular inner cross-section. Generally, hoWever, any 
desired design of the inner cross-sections of the tube and any 
desired shapes of the slide elements are possible. 

[0020] In accordance With a preferred embodiment of the 
invention, a base body of the carrier device is pivotable 
relative to the column about a ?rst pivot aXis oriented in the 
medio-lateral direction for the correction of the inclination 
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of the guide surface of the cutting block With respect to the 
sagittal aXis. The carrier arm With the base body is preferably 
pivotable around the ?rst pivot ads. 

[0021] At least one slide element can furthermore be made 
for the vertical adjustment of the carrier device and simul 
taneously for the pivoting of the base body of the carrier 
device. The slide element can be supported in a slidingly 
displaceable manner along a straight-line guide of the col 
umn and can simultaneously act as part of a rotary mecha 
nism for the base body, With the translatory movement of the 
carrier device and the pivot movement of the base body 
being able to be superimposed on one another. 

[0022] In accordance With a particularly preferred 
embodiment, the spacing of at least one slide element from 
the base body can be varied for the pivoting of the base body. 
With tWo slide elements spaced apart from one another in the 
direction of a longitudinal aXis of the column, the base body 
can be pivoted or tilted With respect to the column by the 
change of the spacing of one slide element from the base 
body. 
[0023] To permit a pivot movement or tilt movement of 
the base body With respect to the column, the spacing of the 
other slide element to the base body is preferably kept 
constant. Alternatively, the spacing of the other slide ele 
ment to the base body can, hoWever, also be changed in an 
opposing manner to the spacing of the one slide element to 
the base body or analog to the spacing of the one slide 
element to the base body, but With a different increment. 

[0024] The slide element and the base body are preferably 
connected to one another via a regulating screW connection 
to change the spacing betWeen the slide element and the base 
body. At least one of these tWo components, slide element 
and/or base body, can be provided With a thread of the 
regulating screW connection such that the spacing betWeen 
the slide element and the base body is changed on a turning 
of the screW. 

[0025] The slide elements are preferably each connected 
to a base body via a connection element, in particular via an 
elongated connection element, With preferably at least one 
connection element being provided With a regulating thread 
of a regulating screW connection. The regulating screW 
connection is formed by the regulating thread of the con 
nection element and by a thread of the slide element and/or 
of the base body. The connection elements are preferably 
oriented parallel to a carrier arm of the carrier device. 

[0026] In accordance With a particular embodiment of the 
invention, the column is slotted at least regionally, With the 
carrier arm in particular being guided betWeen tWo slide 
elements through the slot formed in the column. The appa 
ratus for setting a cutting block can hereby be made in a 
particularly space-saving and compact manner. Alterna 
tively, an apparatus is, hoWever, also feasible in Which the 
column is not slotted and the carrier arm is guided around 
the column on one or tWo sides. 

[0027] To secure the carrier arm against rotation With 
respect to a rotation around a longitudinal aXis of the 
column, preferably at least one securing element of the 
carrier device is in engagement With the slot. The end of the 
securing element remote from the carrier device can be 
arranged inside the column or project out of it on the side of 
the column disposed opposite the carrier device. The secur 
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ing element can be attached to a base body of the carrier 
device and/or to a slide element of the carrier device. 

[0028] In accordance With a further preferred embodiment 
of the invention, a holder element of the carrier device is 
pivotable about a second pivot axis oriented in the medio 
lateral direction for the correction of the inclination of the 
guide surface of the cutting block With respect to the 
transverse axis. The carrier arm With the holder element is 
preferably pivotable around the second pivot axis. The 
holder element is in particular made as a driver for the 
carrier arm. To pivot the holder element, a threaded rod 
adjustable in the medio-lateral direction is preferably pro 
vided into Which the holder element engages. 

[0029] The inclination of the guide surface of the cutting 
block With respect to lateral/medial and/or With respect to 
posterior is particularly easily recogniZable When the angle 
of a pivot movement about a ?rst and/or second axis can 
respectively be read off a scale. The correction angles 
determined by X-rays in the operation planning can hereby 
in particular be set simply and reliably. 

[0030] The invention Will be described in the folloWing by 
Way of example With reference to the draWing. There are 
shoWn: 

[0031] FIG. 1 a side vieW of an apparatus in accordance 
With the invention for the setting of a cutting block; 

[0032] FIG. 2a, b vieWs of the apparatus of FIG. 1 from 
posterior and anterior respectively; 

[0033] FIG. 3a, b vieWs of the apparatus of FIG. 1 from 
proximal and distal respectively; 

[0034] FIG. 4 a longitudinally sectioned side vieW of the 
apparatus of FIG. 1 along the line A-A in FIG. 2a; and 

[0035] FIG. 5 a longitudinally sectioned side vieW of a 
further embodiment of the apparatus in accordance With the 
invention. 

[0036] FIGS. 1 to 3 shoW an apparatus in accordance With 
the invention for the setting of a cutting block (not shoWn) 
having guide surfaces for a resection of a tibia (not shoWn) 
from different directions. The apparatus includes a column 
11 Which can be aligned With respect to the tibia and a 
transverse arm 13 Which is connected substantially at right 
angles to the column 11 and Which can be anchored to the 
natural tibia platform in either an extramedullary or 
intramedullary manner. With an extramedullary anchoring, a 
pin 15 projecting from the transverse arm 13 toWard distal 
is set. With an intramedullary anchoring, a medullary nail 
(not shoWn) is additionally set Which is hammered into the 
tibia along a guide bore 17 formed in the transverse arm 13. 

[0037] The setting apparatus in accordance With the inven 
tion furthermore includes a carrier device 19 Which is 
vertically adjustable at the column 11 along a longitudinal 
axis of the column 11. The carrier device 19 has a carrier arm 
21 arranged transversely to the column 11 for the holding of 
the cutting block and a joint arrangement 23 Which permits 
the setting of different inclinations of the guide surfaces of 
the cutting block held by the carrier arm 21 toWard lateral/ 
medial and toWard posterior. The end 25 of the carrier arm 
21 carrying the cutting block is arranged to posterior and the 
joint arrangement 23 is arranged to anterior of the column 
11. 
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[0038] In accordance With FIG. 4, the column 11 is 
formed as a tube With a circular inner cross-section. The tube 
11 forms a straight-line guide Which is oriented in the 
longitudinal direction of the column 11 and into Which tWo 
spherical groove blocks 27 of the joint arrangement 23 
spaced apart from one another in the longitudinal direction 
of the column 11 are slidingly displaceably inserted. The tWo 
groove blocks 27 form a slide device of the joint arrange 
ment 23 by means of Which the carrier device 19, i.e. the 
joint arrangement 23 and the carrier arm 21, are vertically 
adjustable. 
[0039] The carrier arm 21, Which is additionally adjustable 
in the anterior/posterior direction, is guided betWeen the tWo 
groove blocks 27 through a slot 29 formed in the column 11, 
penetrating the column 11 from anterior to posterior and 
extending in the longitudinal direction of the column 11, as 
can in particular be seen in FIG. 2. The slot 29 passes 
through both the Wall facing to anterior and the Wall facing 
to posterior of the tubular column 11. The end 31 of the 
carrier arm 21 opposite the end 25 carrying the cutting block 
is curved and made in the form of an engagement depression 
into Which the surgeon can engage easily With one ?nger to 
adjust the carrier arm 21 in the anterior/posterior direction. 

[0040] The groove blocks 27 are connected to a base body 
35 of the joint arrangement 23 via a respective elongated 
connection element 33, With the connection elements 33 
being guided through the slot 29. The tWo connection 
elements 33 are ?rmly connected to the respective groove 
block 27. The upper connection element 33a associated With 
the upper groove block 27a arranged above the carrier arm 
21 is still ?rmly connected to the base body 35. 

[0041] The loWer connection element 33b associated With 
the loWer groove block 27b arranged beneath the carrier arm 
21 is, in contrast, connected to the base body 35 via a 
regulating screW connection 37. To form the regulating 
screW connection 37, the connection element 33b is pro 
vided With a regulating thread in the form of an external 
thread and the base body 35 is provided With a correspond 
ing internal thread. The spacing betWeen the loWer groove 
block 27b and the base body 35 can be varied by means of 
the regulating screW connection 37. A rotary knob 39, Which 
is not shoWn in FIG. 2b for reasons of clarity, is provided for 
the adjustment of the regulating screW connection 37. 

[0042] The base body 35 is pivotable relative to the 
column 11 about a ?rst pivot axis 41 oriented in the 
medio-lateral direction and extending perpendicular to the 
plane of the draWing in FIG. 4 for the correction of the 
inclination of the guide surfaces of the cutting block With 
respect to the sagittal axis. Apivot movement about the ?rst 
pivot axis 41 can be effected by rotating the rotary knob 39, 
i.e. by changing the spacing betWeen the loWer groove block 
27b and the base body 35, since the spacing betWeen the 
upper groove block 27a and the base body 35 is ?xed. The 
loWer groove block 27b is thus made both for the vertical 
adjustment of the carrier device 19 and for the pivoting of 
the base body 35. The angle of the pivot movement of the 
base body 35 about the ?rst pivot axis 41 can be read off a 
scale 42 Which is shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0043] For the rotational securing of the carrier arm 21 or 
of the carrier device 19 about the longitudinal axis of the 
column 11, a securing element 43 is provided Whose at least 
one dimension is matched to the Width of the slot 29 such 
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that the securing element 43 is in engagement With the slot 
29 of the column 11 at least approximately free of play. The 
securing element 43 is attached to the base body 35 and is 
arranged betWeen the carrier arm 21 and the loWer groove 
block 27b. 

[0044] For the correction of the inclination of the carrier 
arm 21 With respect to the transverse axis, a holder element 
45 of the carrier device 19 is pivotable about a second pivot 
axis 47 Which is oriented in the anterior/posterior direction 
and Which extends perpendicular to the ?rst pivot axis 41. In 
a plane extending perpendicular to the second pivot axis 47, 
the carrier arm 21 has a rectangular outer cross-section 
Which is matched to a rectangular inner cross-section of the 
holder element 45, as can be recogniZed in FIG. 2b. The 
holder element 45 is in particular made as a driver for the 
carrier arm 21. 

[0045] To pivot the holder element 45, a threaded rod 49 
adjustable in the medio-lateral direction is provided into 
Which a clapper 51 of the holder element 45 in particular 
shoWn in FIG. 2b engages. The clapper 51 is arranged 
betWeen a ?rst and a second external thread section 53 of the 
threaded rod 49. The external thread sections 53 form a 
further regulating screW connection With corresponding 
internal thread sections (not shoWn) of the base body 35. The 
region of the threaded rod 49 Which is formed betWeen the 
tWo external thread sections 53 and into Which the clapper 
51 engages has no thread. 

[0046] A respective rotary knob 55 is attached to each of 
the tWo ends of the threaded rod 49. The threaded rod 49 can 
be adjusted in the medio-lateral direction by rotating one of 
the tWo rotary knobs 55. The tWo external thread sections 53 
and the region Which is formed betWeen the tWo external 
thread sections 53 and into Which the clapper 51 engages, 
and the clapper 51 are also correspondingly displaced. With 
the displacement of the clapper 51 in the medio-lateral 
direction, the holder element 47, Which is rotationally mov 
ably supported in the base body, and thus the carrier arm 21, 
are pivoted about the second pivot axis 47. 

[0047] The adjustment movement of the threaded rod 49 
in the medio-lateral direction is restricted on both sides such 
that the carrier arm 21 can only be pivoted about the second 
pivot axis 47 up to a speci?c angular position and in a 
counter-clockWise direction. In particular an abutment of a 
transversely positioned carrier arm 21 at the boundaries of 
the slot 29 can hereby be prevented. 

[0048] Any play Which may be present betWeen the holder 
element 47 and the carrier arm 21 can be eliminated, for 
example, by a spring-loaded pressure element of the one 
element 21, 47 Which is pressed into a prismatic counter 
surface of the other element 47, 21 or by any other measures 
Which reduce play. 

[0049] For the vertical adjustment of the carrier device 19, 
a regulating nut 57 is provided Which is secured to the 
column 11 and Which is adjustable along the longitudinal 
direction of the column 11 by means of an internal thread 
Which engages into an external thread of the column 11. The 
carrier device 19 is held by the regulating nut 57 at the 
respective height adopted by the regulating nut 57. The 
external thread of the column 11 also extends to the region 
of the column 11 having the slot 29. 

[0050] For the additional support of the apparatus in 
accordance With the invention With an extramedullary 
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anchoring, an extension rod (not shoWn) can be introduced 
at the loWer end of the column 11 and is supported on the 
tibia via a compound rest (not shoWn) in the region of the 
ankle. A clamping screW 59 attached to the column 11 is 
provided for the securing of the extension bar. 

[0051] FIG. 5 shoWs a further embodiment of a setting 
apparatus in accordance With the invention, With respec 
tively the same or corresponding parts being designated With 
the same reference numerals so that a repeat representation 
is dispensed With and only the differences of the embodi 
ment shoWn in these Figures With respect to the ?rst embodi 
ment are explained. 

[0052] In contrast to the embodiment in accordance With 
FIGS. 1 to 4, in the apparatus shoWn in FIG. 5, the loWer 
connection element 33b and the base body 35 are not 
connected to one another by means of a regulating screW 
connection, but are ?rmly connected to one another. To 
permit a change in the spacing of the loWer groove block 27b 
to the base body 35, in the further embodiment in accor 
dance With FIG. 5, the loWer groove block 27b and the 
loWer connection element 33b are connected to one another 
by means of a regulating screW connection 61. A pivot 
movement of the base body 35 about the ?rst pivot axis 41 
can be effected by means of the rotary knob 39 analogously 
to the embodiment shoWn in FIGS. 1 to 4. 

[0053] The apparatus in accordance With the invention 
explained With reference to the tWo embodiments for the 
setting of a cutting block includes a compact joint arrange 
ment Which is, on the one hand, adjustable vertically at the 
column of the apparatus together With the carrier arm and, 
on the other hand, permits a correction of the inclination of 
the guide surfaces of a cutting block toWard lateral/medial 
and posterior. Despite the dual functionality, the joint 
arrangement is extremely space-saving and can be operated 
particularly easily by the surgeon. 

Reference Numeral List 

[0054] 11 column 

[0055] 13 transverse arm 

[0056] 15 pin 

[0057] 17 guide bore 

[0058] 19 carrier device 

[0059] 21 carrier arm 

[0060] 23 joint arrangement 

[0061] 25 end of the carrier arm 

[0062] 27 groove block 

[0063] 29 slot 

[0064] 31 end of the carrier arm 

[0065] 33 connection element 

[0066] 35 base body 

[0067] 37 regulating screW connection 

[0068] 39 rotary knob 

[0069] 41 pivot axis 

[0070] 42 scale 
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[0071] 43 securing element 

[0072] 45 holder element 

[0073] 47 pivot axis 

[0074] 49 threaded rod 

[0075] 51 clapper 

[0076] 53 threaded section 

[0077] 55 rotary knob 

[0078] 57 regulating nut 

[0079] 59 clamping screW 

[0080] 61 regulating screW connection 

1. An apparatus for setting a cutting block having at least 
one guide surface for a resection of the tibia, the apparatus 
being capable of being anchored to the tibia in both an 
eXtramedullary and an intramedullary manner, and compris 
ing a column (11) Which can be aligned With respect to the 
tibia and Which is connected to a transverse arm (13) 
provided for the anchoring at the natural tibia platform, With 
the cutting block being vertically adjustable relative to the 
transverse arm (13), characteriZed in that a carrier device 
(19) Which is vertically adjustable at the column (11) is 
provided for the cutting block and has a joint arrangement 
(23) by Which different inclinations of the guide surface of 
the cutting block toWard lateral/medial and/or toWard pos 
terior can be set. 

2. An apparatus in accordance With claim 1, characteriZed 
in that the carrier device (19) for the holding of the cutting 
block has a carrier arm (21) arranged transversely to the 
column (11). 

3. An apparatus in accordance With claim 1, characteriZed 
in that the joint arrangement (23) includes at least tWo pivot 
aXes (41, 47) in particular oriented perpendicular to one 
another. 

4. An apparatus in accordance With claim 1, characteriZed 
in that the end (25) of the carrier device (19) carrying the 
cutting block is arranged to posterior of the column (11) and 
the joint arrangement (23) is arranged to anterior of the 
column (11). 

5. An apparatus in accordance With claim 2, characteriZed 
in that the carrier arm (21) is adjustable in the anterior/ 
posterior direction. 

6. An apparatus in accordance With claim 1, characteriZed 
in that the column (11) has a straight-line guide for the 
vertical adjustment of the carrier device (19) Which coop 
erates With a slide device (27) of the carrier device (19). 

7. An apparatus in accordance With claim 6, characteriZed 
in that the column is con?gured for the making of the 
straight-line guide as a tube (11), in particular having a 
circular or a rectangular inner cross-section. 

8. An apparatus in accordance With claim 6, characteriZed 
in that the slide device includes at least tWo slide elements 
(27) Which are spaced apart from one another in the direction 
of a longitudinal aXis of the column (11) and are in particular 
made as groove blocks. 

9. An apparatus in accordance With claim 8, characteriZed 
in that the slide elements (27) are spherical for the support 
in a tube (11) in particular having a circular internal cross 
section. 
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10. An apparatus in accordance With claim 8, character 
iZed in that the slide elements (27) are cylindrical for the 
support in a tube (11) in particular having a rectangular 
internal cross-section. 

11. An apparatus in accordance With claim 1, character 
iZed in that a base body (35) of the carrier device (19) is 
pivotable relative to the column (11) about a ?rst pivot aXis 
(41) oriented in the medio-lateral direction for the correction 
of the inclination of the guide surface of the cutting block 
With respect to the sagittal aXis. 

12. An apparatus in accordance With claim 11, character 
iZed in that at least one slide element (27b) is made for the 
vertical adjustment of the carrier device (19) and simulta 
neously for the pivoting of the base body (35) of the carrier 
device (19). 

13. An apparatus in accordance With claim 11, character 
iZed in that the spacing of at least one slide element (27b) 
from the base body (35) can be varied for the pivoting of the 
base body (35). 

14. An apparatus in accordance With claim 13, character 
iZed in that the slide element (27b) and the base body (35) 
are connected to one another via a regulating screW con 

nection (37). 
15. An apparatus in accordance With claim 8, character 

iZed in that the slide elements (27) are each connected to a 
base body (35) via a connection element (33), in particular 
via an elongated connection element, With preferably at least 
one connection element (33b) being provided With a regu 
lating thread of a regulating screW connection (37). 

16. An apparatus in accordance With claim 2, character 
iZed in that the column (11) is slotted at least regionally, With 
the carrier arm (21) in particular being guided betWeen tWo 
slide elements (27) through the slot (29) formed in the 
column (11). 

17. An apparatus in accordance With claim 16, character 
iZed in that at least one securing element (43) of the carrier 
device (19) is in engagement With the slot (29) for the 
rotational security of the carrier arm (21) With respect to a 
rotation about a longitudinal aXis of the column (11). 

18. An apparatus in accordance With claim 17, character 
iZed in that the securing element (43) is attached to a base 
body (35) of the carrier device (19). 

19. An apparatus in accordance With claim 17, character 
iZed in that the securing element (43) is attached to a slide 
element (27) of the carrier device (19). 

20. An apparatus in accordance With claim 1, character 
iZed in that a holder element (45) of the carrier device (19) 
is pivotable about a second pivot aXis (47) oriented in the 
anterior/posterior direction for the correction of the inclina 
tion of the guide surface of the cutting block With respect to 
the transverse aXis. 

21. An apparatus in accordance With claim 20, character 
iZed in that the holder element (45) is made as a driver for 
the carrier arm (21). 

22. An apparatus in accordance With claim 21, character 
iZed in that, to pivot the holder element (45), a threaded rod 
(49) adjustable in the medio-lateral direction is provided into 
Which the holder element (45) engages. 

23. An apparatus in accordance With claim 1, character 
iZed in that the angle of a pivot movement about a ?rst 
and/or second aXis (41, 47) can be read off at a scale (42). 

* * * * * 


